ABSTRACT Periodic cruise has been proven an effective trajectory to conserve fuel and alleviate aerodynamic heating for hypersonic cruise vehicles (HCVs). This work studies how to adopt an HCV with active cooling to periodic cruise. In this adaption, payload capacity is to maximize, whereas the cooling requirement is to reduce. The differences in requirements for subsystems between periodic and steady cruises have been made clear. The results indicate that periodic cruise principally transfers the burden of thermal protection to the structure, and that periodic cruise is more effective to trade payload capacity for larger reduction of cooling requirement. Afterward, impacts of design parameters of the vehicle on payload capacity and cooling requirement have been discussed. The results indicate that insulation thinner than 3 mm, a planform loading lower than 220 kg/m 2 , or a large engine is not suggested for the vehicle studied herein. This work figures out the correlation between design parameters of vehicle and features of periodic cruise trajectory. It could help to improve the feasibility of periodic cruise for a hypersonic vehicle, which is significant for realization of the long-range hypersonic cruise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hypersonic cruise vehicle (HCV) is a kind of aerial vehicle that cruises at Ma≥5 and altitude beyond 20 km. Its high speed is helpful to shorten duration, especially that of long-range flights. This advantage facilitates the research of hypersonic airliners such as LAPCAT [1] , HIKARI [2] , and HEXAFLY-Int [3] , [4] . Besides, since the airbreathing engines are more efficient than rockets, HCV is also a candidate for the first stage of TSTO (two-stage-to-orbit) system like Sänger spaceplane [5] .
However, speed beyond Ma 5 would induce severe aerodynamic heating on surfaces [6] . To withstand the aerodynamic heating over a long range, a comprehensive and complicated thermal protection system (TPS) is demanded [7] , [8] . This would lead to a higher empty ratio, which means decline of structural efficiency [9] . Besides, with active cooling
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhenbao Liu. adopted, the heat flows through the insulation layer of thermal protection system should be taken away by fuel. That means the cooling capacity is constrained by property of fuel. For hydrocarbon fuel, the cooling capacity is limited. Hence a low cooling requirement is also necessary to pursue.
Optimal control has been proven an effective approach to alleviate the aerodynamic heating by works minimizing fuel consumption [10] - [13] . In resultant trajectories of these works, altitude, flight path angle, and velocity behave periodicity during cruise segment. Hence this manner of cruise is called periodic hypersonic cruise (PHC). By heat load and specific fuel consumption being optimized together, Kang et al. [14] figured out that heat load and fuel consumption could be simultaneously diminished by PHC, and that the two performances mutually conflict. In one of our previous works [15] , by minimizing the weighted combination of fuel and heating performances, the results show that PHC is effective to reduce mean aerodynamic heat flux while maintaining the similar fuel consumption with steady cruise. According to our later study [16] , the advantage in alleviating aerodynamic heating is a nature of PHC. Dewell et al. [17] has studied a fuel-optimal periodic control of hypersonic cruise vehicle with engine cooling. The conduction and radiation are not involved, whereas all the aerodynamic heating is supposed to be taken away by fuel. Hence in actual, the study minimizes the fuel consumed by propulsion and active cooling. These studies reveal that periodic cruise could reduce aerodynamic heating, with increment of fuel consumption. In these works, only the effectiveness of PHC on aerodynamic heating has been made clear; however, that on the thermodynamics with radiation and conduction also included still demands verification by further studies.
Masternak [18] has integrated thermal solver LANMIN (Langley MINIVER Code)/EXITS (Explicit Interactive Thermal Structures Code) in trajectory optimization to calculate surface temperatures. The temperatures are constrained by material's maximum allowable values. This work has proven the ability of optimal control to solve the thermal problems caused by aerodynamic heating. Chudej et al. [19] has integrated the thermodynamics at stagnation and active cooling of engine into trajectory optimization. The study indicates that the aerothermic load and the fuel loss due to engine cooling can be considerably reduced by optimization. Besides, a slight periodicity can be observed in the results. In our another previous work [20] , thermodynamics has been coupled with flight dynamics in trajectory optimization of HCV with passive thermal protection. The resultant trajectories behave periodicity and aperiodicity simultaneously. The periodicity has verified the feasibility of PHC to conserve fuel and alleviate heating. In these works, both flight dynamics and thermodynamics are involved, and optimal control has been proved able to find a trajectory where the thermal protection system could satisfy the requirement of aerodynamic heating.
Different from that in steady cruise, velocity, flight path angle, and altitude in periodic cruise vary with time/range. Consequently, propulsive and aerodynamic efficiencies, aerodynamic heat flux, dynamic pressure, and load factor are also different. From perspective of vehicle design, periodic cruise would propose different requirements for fuel capacity, thermal protection system, and structure strength. With these requirements considered in vehicle design, the potential of periodic cruise could be better exploited, and the feasibility could be improved. Therefore, how to design a periodically cruising hypersonic vehicle should be made clear afterwards.
In this work, the optimal periodic control of hypersonic cruise vehicle with active cooling is studied. The payload capacity is to maximized, whereas a low cooling requirement (described by fuel temperature increment) is also pursued. Flight dynamics and thermodynamics are coupled to describe the variations of flight states and temperature profile. Histories of throttle, angle of attack, and heat flux absorbed by active cooling are optimized to achieve a locally maximum payload capacity. The problem is solved by nonlinear programming. The optimality of the solution is checked by necessary conditions of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle.
The trajectory features are involved to estimate the payload capacity and the cooling requirement. The impacts of design parameters on the payload capacity and the cooling requirement are also discussed.
In Section II, the model of vehicle mass breakdown is built to provide an estimation of payload fraction. The estimation involves trajectory features namely specific fuel consumption, heat flux absorbed by active cooling, maximum load factor, and maximum dynamic pressure. The model of longitudinal flight dynamics is built and normalized. That of thermodynamics composed by aerothermodynamics, radiation, and 1D conduction at the center of heating is also built. The two dynamical models are coupled via aerothermodynamics. In Section III, the periodic cruise is formulated as an optimal periodic control problem. The methods for optimal control, including discretization, integration, nonlinear programming, and initial guess, are expounded. The steady cruise is formulated as a parametric optimization problem. The data adopted in this work are listed afterwards. In Section IV, the method for posteriori check is proposed on the basis of necessary conditions of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. Six intuitive conditions are involved. Afterwards, the basic scenario of the vehicle is simulated. The optimality of the solution is verified. In Section V, optimal control problems with a series of weight factors are simulated. With a given mass property of active cooling system, the weight factors could relate to different range objectives. The results indicate that with the increment of weight factor, the specific fuel consumption, the maximum load factor, and the maximum dynamic pressure increase, whereas the absorbed heat flux decreases. Consequently, the payload capacity and the cooling requirement decrease simultaneously. The effectiveness of periodic cruise to reduce cooling requirement is proven. Afterwards, the impacts of design parameters of vehicle, namely insulation thickness, planform loading, and engine size, on the two performances are discussed. Suggestions on these parameters are thrown out.
II. MODEL A. VEHICLE MASS BREAKDOWN
In mass breakdown of a layout design, payload capacity could be recognized as a margin of mass fraction, as shown in (1). µ P and µ F are the mass fractions respectively of payload and fuel. r is the empty ratio. m 0 is the gross mass of vehicle, whereas m P is the mass of payload. With a given range objective and payload mass, if less empty ratio and fuel mass fraction are required, the vehicle could be lighter.
A definition of normalized specific fuel consumption per range is shown in (2) . m is the mass at the initial of the interval; m 0 is the gross take-off weight of vehicle; µ is the mass fraction µ = m/m 0 . R is the range; R E is the earth radius; and χ is the normalized range χ = R/R E . In a certain interval, m and R are the variations respectively of mass and range, and µ and χ are that respectively of mass fraction and normalized range. For periodic cruise, the interval is a period.
For steady cruise, the interval is a small quantity. And the specific fuel consumption could derive into a differential correlation, as shown in (3).
If anyone interval is far shorter than the flight duration, the specific fuel consumption estimated by (2) could also be approximated by (3) . Then the decrease of mass fraction, or the consumed fuel mass fraction, could be estimated by integral of (3), as shown in (4) . In this estimation, (sfc) is assumed to be uniform in all the intervals.
For periodic cruise, this correlation provides an estimation of consumed fuel mass fraction over a complete cruising process, on the basis of that over one period. Without loss of generality, the first period with µ = 1 is studied. Hence the fuel mass fraction in (4) could be revised as (5) . T f is the period length of periodic cruise.
The empty ratio mainly consists of structure, TPS, engine, and avionics, as shown in (6) . Mass fraction of these subsystems are respectively denoted by µ S , µ T , µ E , and r sys . r sys could be assumed as a constant about 0.07.
Structure mass fraction mainly consists of body, wing, and stabilizers (tails or canards), as shown in (7) . µ SB , µ SW , and µ SS are respectively mass fractions of these components.
Structure strength is in positive correlation with ultimate load factor [n] and allowable dynamic pressure [q] . Load factor n and dynamic pressure q are defined by (8) and (9) . Load factor is related to lift which is tangent to inflow. The lift is mainly provided by wing, whereas the arm of force is related to body length. Hence the deformation caused by the moment proposes requirements for strength of body and wing. Dynamic pressure is related to windward compression which is parallel to inflow. This force mainly acts on body and stabilizers. It would lead to buckling [21] . Hence the strength of body and stabilizers are demanded.
According to semi-empirical mass evaluations in [22] , the mass fractions of aerodynamic components could be estimated by (10)- (12) . In [22] , the coefficients c B1 and c B2 are respectively 0.15 and 0.16, c W is 0.5288, and c S is 0.8.
c S (12) TPS mass fraction could be estimated by insulation and active cooling, as shown in (13) . The coating is counted as a structure to resist dynamic pressure on surfaces. µ T 0 is a constant mass fraction including nonoptimums (fasteners and adhesives), active cooling panels, etc.
µ TI is the mass fraction of insulation, which is proportional to the insulation thickness, as shown in (14) . ρ I is the density of insulation. S W is the wetted area of vehicle. δ is the insulation thickness.
µ TA is the mass fraction of active cooling system. According to data of [23] , mass of active cooling system is in a quasilinear correlation with coolant mass flowrate. According to [24] , the heat flux absorbed by coolant could be estimated by (15) .ṁ C and T C are respectively the mass flowrate and temperature of coolant. l and P are respectively the length and perimeter of cooling channel. For a constant temperature gradient with respect to length of channel dT C /dl, q a is proportional toṁ C . Hence mass of active cooling system is proportional to heat flux absorption of active cooling.
Then the mass fraction of active cooling system could be estimated by (16) . ρ A is the ratio of acreage density of active cooling system to the coolant mass flowrate. k A is the design parameter of active cooling system. With statistics in [23] adopted, k A is about 0.1331 kg/kW. That means for an average absorbed heat flux of 1 kW/m 2 , the acreage density of active cooling system is 0.1331 kg/m 2 .
In estimation of mass fraction of active cooling system in (16), the absorbed heat flux of steady cruise is used. However, for a periodically cruising vehicle, either the timeaverage or the maximum transient heat flux should be substituted. From the perspective of energy, the heat imported into internal vehicle should be finally taken away by fuel. Hence the gross heat absorption in one period is concerned, rather than a transient value. Therefore, the time-average shown in (17) should be adopted.
65488 VOLUME 7, 2019 Mass of a ramjet or a scramjet engine is proportional to the cowl area of the engine. Then the engine mass fraction is only decided by design parameters of vehicle, namely the planform loading m 0 /S, and the cowl-planform areas ratio A/S, as shown in (18) . For a given planform loading and a given areas ratio, the engine mass fraction could also be recognized as a constant.
Therefore, in a design to maximize the payload capacity, design indexes, design parameters, and performances of trajectory are involved, as shown in Table 1 . The trajectory should be governed by flight dynamics and thermodynamics. 
B. MODEL OF FLIGHT DYNAMICS
The vehicle studied herein is with a modified HL-20 configuration [14] . It is propelled by hydrocarbon-fueled scramjets [25] . With the thrust formulated by a production of dynamic pressure, planform area, and thrust coefficient, the longitudinal phugoid motion of the vehicle is governed by a nonlinear dynamical system as follows: [14] 
wherein, the variables and parameters are defined and normalized in Table 2 . In the table, R E = 6370 km is the earth radius, g = 9.8 m/s 2 is the gravitational acceleration, m 0 is the vehicle mass at initial of cruising trajectory, ρ 0 is the atmospheric density at a reference altitude H 0 . In near space (H = 20 − 100 km), the normalized density could be approximated as an exponent function of the altitude, as shown in (20); β is the fitted coefficient.
C L , C D , and C T are respectively lift, drag, and thrust coefficients. C L is in linear correlation with angle of attack α, as shown in (21) . C D is in a quadratic correlation with C L , as shown in (22) . C T is a production of throttle, the maximum thrust coefficient, and cowl-planform areas ratio. In these models, C L0 , C Lα , C D0 , K D , and C T max are decided by Mach number and angle of attack [14] . Mach number is another normalization of velocity, as shown in (24); where, V a is the sound speed which is decided by atmospheric temperature.
I sp is the specific impulse of scramjets. It could be estimated by (25) [26] . η KE and η C are respectively kinetic and combustion efficiencies. The kinetic efficiency describes the loss in kinetic energy available to produce propulsive work; and the combustion efficiency describes how well combustion and heat release are achieved in engine. For a hydrocarbon-fueled scramjet, η KE = 0.8 and η C = 0.7 are representative performances. C C is nondimensional heat of combustion to unit mass of air, C F is nondimensional fuel enthalpy at the injector manifold to unit mass of air. For Jet-A, C C ≈ 13.5 and C F ≈ 0.11 [25] . κ ∞ is dependent on Mach number, as shown in (26) . γ ∞ is the specific heat ratio; γ ∞ = 1.4 is adopted.
To simplify the dynamical system, the following assumptions are adopted:
1) The dynamical model of pitch angular speed is not involved. The angle of attack is assumed to be realized immediately by attitude control.
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2) The altitude is far less than the earth radius, i.e. H /R E 1. Hence impact of altitude on centrifugal acceleration V 2 /(R E + H ) could be ignored.
3) The impact of variation of vehicle mass on the longitudinal motion is ignored. Hence the vehicle mass is assumed to be constant over one period. Then a constant s could be defined as
Accordingly, the longitudinal motion could be approximately governed by a normalized dynamical system as follows:
In the dynamical system, velocity, flight path angle, altitude, range, and mass are state variables. Among these variables, range and mass are monotonic ones. Throttle and angle of attack are control inputs. Let Z and U respectively denote the state and control vectors, as shown in (29) .
The Jacobian of the dynamical system could be obtained by (30) . This equation indicates that the dynamical system is of three dimensions of freedom composed by velocity, flight path angle, and altitude. However, neither normalized range χ nor mass fraction µ has impact on the state variables. Hence the dynamical system is decided by the state variables
For two dynamical systems with the same s, they could be recognized to be governed by the same dynamical system. According to definition in (27) , s varies with different reference densities (or altitudes) and planform loadings. Between the two variables, the density could be any value within the feasible region of altitude. For different planform loadings, it is feasible to select different corresponding reference densities to achieve a same s. Therefore, the absolute attitude/ density is not explicitly contained in the flight dynamics.
Over a complete cruising process with multiple periods, with fuel consumed, the mass and the planform loading of the vehicle would decrease. By selecting a lower reference density, s could maintain constant. Then all the periods could be governed by the same flight dynamics, while only fuel consumption needs to be revised after each period. Therefore, the optimal control of a complete cruising trajectory could be substituted by an optimal control of one period. Afterwards, the performances of the complete cruising trajectory could be derived from that of this period. Without loss of generality, the first period with µ 0 = 1 is adopted is studied. 
C. MODEL OF THERMODYNAMICS
A radiative actively cooled thermal protection system is adopted herein, as shown in Fig. 1 . The system mainly consists of three parts: 1) radiative coating endures high temperature and transmits heat by radiation; 2) insulation resists heat conduction inwards; 3) active cooling panel absorbs heat on the inside of insulation. In the figure, q w , q r , and q a are heat fluxes of respectively aerothermodynamics (convection with atmosphere), radiation on external wall of coating, and convection with coolant in active cooling panel.
Aerothermodynamics is the convection between air and aerodynamic surfaces. The aerodynamic heat flux q w could be estimated by thermal convection equation, as shown in (31) . ρ e and V e are respectively the density and the velocity external to the boundary layer.
T w is the wall temperature of coating. T aw is the adiabatic wall temperature related to recovery factor r. For turbulent flow, r = Pr 1/3 ; where, Pr is the Prandtl number. And T aw could be estimated by (32) . Me and T e are respectively the Mach number and the temperature external to the boundary layer.
The heat transfer coefficient C h between air and coating could be estimated by skin friction and Reynolds analogy for compressible flow, as shown in (33) [27] .
C f is the friction coefficient. It could be estimated by reference temperature method. This method employs a modified version of laminar flat plate formula [24] :
Re x is the local Reynolds number related to the distance from the leading edge, x. With the distance normalized by the characteristic length l (total length of vehicle is adopted herein), the local Reynolds number could be revised as (35) .
x is the normalized distance. Re is the Reynolds number of vehicle. µ e is the viscosity coefficient relative with local temperature, and could be estimated by Sutherland's formula. The equation indicates that the local Reynolds number is proportional to the normalized distance. Hence friction coefficient is in proportional to 1/ √x .
CR(T * ) denotes the Chapman-Rubesin parameter at the Eckert reference temperature T * . The parameter could be estimated by (36) . The reference temperature could be estimated by (37) .
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In estimation of flow variables on external of boundary layer, the tangent-wedge method is adopted [27] . In such a method, the atmospheric conditions could be estimated by the oblique shock correlation. The shock is related to the impact angle between inflow and the local surface which describes the local flow deflection, as shown in (38) .
wherein, n is the normal vector at a certain point on surface, and w is the unit vector parallel with wind direction in body coordination system. At a point on the centerline of the vehicle, the normal vector of the surface panel is in the symmetric plane of the vehicle. For a longitudinal trajectory, angle of sideslip is ignored. Then the impact angle could be simplified as (39) . 0 is the slope angle which is positive for a downward slope. On the lower forebody, 0 is positive.
With the geometric configuration approximated as a flat plate, the impact angle on the aerodynamic surface is uniform. Then the atmospheric conditions on boundary layer are also uniform. According to (33) - (37), the transfer coefficient only varies with local Reynolds number (or normalized distance from leading edge). With this approximation substituted into aerodynamic heat flux in (31), the formula could be revised as
where, q w0 is the heat flux at the characteristic length; it is a function of Mach number, impact angle, and wall temperature. In assumption that temperature is uniform on aerodynamic surface, q w0 is also uniform. Then the total power of aerothermodynamics on the whole vehicle could be estimated by integral of q w , as shown in (41). b is the wingspan, y is the distance from centerline to a certain panel. N S is the number of aerodynamic surfaces, c i (y) is the local chord at y of the i-th surface. This equation indicates that the power could be recognized as a production of planform area and heat flux at a characteristic locationx c . Herein, this location is called center of heating which is defined in (42). The wingspan and the chords are normalized by the characteristic length l. According to this equation, thex c is only decided by the projection of the geometric configuration in x − O − y plain of body coordination system, whereas independent on size. The location would not vary with the motion of vehicle. The centers of heating of different configurations are shown in Table 3 . The center of heating of rectangle is closest to the nose. In general, a lift-body configuration is more similar to a rectangle; hence its center of heating is closer to the nose. A fly-wing or wing-body configuration more approximates to a triangle; hence its center of heating is closer to the back.
The radiative heat flux q r is related to wall temperature of coating T w , as shown in (43). σ denotes the StefanBoltzmann's constant. Its value is 5.67 × 10 −8 W/(m 2 ·K 4 ). With the approximation of uniform wall temperature substituted, the radiative heat flux on the coating is also uniform. Hence the heat import into the whole vehicle could be described by the heat flux (q w − q r ) at the center of heating.
With the heat convection tangential to the local panel of on the surfaces neglected, the heat conduction at the center of heating could be approximately governed by a one-dimensional-spatial partial differential equation (PDE), as shown in (44). y is the distance from a point to external wall of coating. ρ, c p , and k are respectively the density, heat capacity, and heat conductivity of material. Besides, the heat diffusivity a is defined as (45).
With the spatial difference method employed, the insulation is uniformly discretized into N knots in direction of its thickness. The first knot is on the interface between coating and insulation, and the N -th one is on the inside. The radiative coating is usually made of materials with high conductivity (for example, PM2000 alloy used in [24] ) to quickly absorbs heat and increases in temperature; whereas the insulation has poor thermal conductivity. The definition of heat resistance R T is shown in (46); where, δ is the thickness of material. According to this definition, when thicknesses of radiative coating and insulation are comparative, the heat resistance of coating is ignorable. Heat conduction through coating is much faster than that through insulation. Hence the interior temperature profile of coating could be ignored. Only one knot is added on the external wall of coating. With this knot numbered as the 0-th, the temperature at this knot is T 0 = T w . Heat conduction through coating is dependent on T 0 and T 1 .
At the y−th knot, the temperature is normalized as θ y , as shown in (47). Let in (47) denote the normalized temperature vector.
According to Fig. 1 , the heat flux imported into the coating is the difference of heat fluxes between aerothermodynamics and radiation on the external wall, as shown in (49). The heat flux absorbed by active cooling should be equal to that flows out from the inside wall of insulation, as shown in (50).
The two equations compose the boundary condition of the PDE in (44).
Let q in (51) denote the input vector of the thermodynamics.
With the physical properties of the materials supposed to be invariant with temperature, the thermodynamics could be expressed as a linear time-invariant (LTI) open-loop system with inputs (q w − q r ) and −q a , as shown in (52). q defined in (51) is the input vector.˙
The coefficient matrix A and B are decided respectively by heat diffusivity and heat capacity. The matrices are detailed as follows:
where, r is a ratio of thermal parameters of coating to insulation, as defined in (55). The coefficients f in A and b in B are respectively proportional to grid Fourier number Fo and grid Biot number Bi , as shown in (56) and (57).
On the basis of energy conservation, in one period, the heat absorbed by fuel should be equal to that diffused from coolant, as shown in (58). Q is the total heat flows from aerodynamic surfaces into vehicle and needs to be taken away by fuel. m F is the consumed fuel mass in one period. T F is the temperature increment of the consumed fuel. c pF is the specific heat capacity of fuel.
With specific fuel consumption in (2) substituted into (59), the fuel temperature increment caused by active cooling on aerodynamic surfaces could be estimated by (59). The term χ(T f )/T f is a description of the average normalized horizontal velocity.
Fuel temperature increment is a description of cooling requirement. A high cooling requirement may demand endothermic fuels, low-temperature storage, and other techniques, which means more challenges in realization. Hence a low fuel temperature increment should be pursued.
D. COUPLING OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
The variations of flight states and temperature profile are governed by a dynamical system including flight dynamics and thermodynamics, as shown in Fig. 2 . Z and U are respectively the state and control vectors of flight dynamics, and f is the nonlinear function of longitudinal motion in (28) .
and q are respectively the state and control vectors of thermodynamics, A and B are coefficient matrix defined in (53) and (54). The thermodynamics includes three parts: convection, radiation, and conduction.
The convection consists of aerothermodynamics on external wall of coating (aerodynamic surfaces) and active cooling on inside wall of insulation. The heat flux of the former is denoted by q w , and that of the latter by q a . Aerothermodynamics is a joint result of aerodynamics and thermodynamics. In the model of aerothermodynamics, flight conditions (including velocity, altitude, and angle of attack) and wall temperature on coating are involved. Hence it is a hub where flight dynamics and thermodynamics coupled. Besides, a feedback of wall temperature exists.
The heat flux of radiation is denoted by q r . It is also related to wall temperature. Hence another feedback of wall temperature exists in thermodynamics. From perspective of flow of heat, the heat flux flows into the TPS is the difference between aerothermodynamics and radiation (q w − q r ). And that flows out is the heat flux absorbed by active cooling q a .
The heat conduction through the TPS is a linear timeinvariant (LTI) system. The linearity is because of the spatial discretization and the supposition that thermal properties of materials are independent on temperature. The open-loop input of the system consists of (q w − q r ) and q a .
In terms of the coupled dynamical system, since (q w − q r ) is decided by state variables, it could be recognized as rather a feedback than an independent control input. Hence the inputs of the system are namely angle of attack α, throttle η, and heat flux absorbed by active cooling q a . The coupled dynamical system is governed by (60). X andŨ are respectively the state and control vectors of the coupled dynamical system, as shown in (61). Then the coupled system is of (5 + N + 1)-th order.
X = F(X,Ũ)
(60)
In summary, from the perspective of the open-loop coupled dynamical system, thermodynamics is dependent on flight dynamics, while the former has no direct impact on the latter.
III. PROBLEM AND METHOD

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF OPTIMAL PERIODIC CRUISE
According to Table 1 , specific fuel consumption and absorbed heat flux are performances of trajectory involved in maximizing the payload capacity. Then the performance measure for optimal control could be formulated as the sum of mass fractions of fuel and active cooling system, as shown in (62). The measure is in Bolza form. The part related to final time,
, is an exponent function of specific fuel consumption, as shown in (63). The integral part, , is proportional to absorbed heat flux, as shown in (64).
According to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle, only affects the transversality condition at final time, via its first VOLUME 7, 2019 derivative ∂ /∂x. Since is in positive correlation with specific fuel consumption, the derivative could be equal to [∂ /∂(sfc)]·[∂(sfc)/∂x]. With substituted by [∂ /∂(sfc)]· (sfc), the new performance measure would be equivalent to (62). Furthermore, by dividing the new one to ∂ /∂(sfc), it could be revised as a weighted sum of (sfc) and q a , as shown in (65). ω is the weight factor. When it satisfies the equation condition in (66), the performance measure in (65) is equivalent to than in (62).
Besides, for weight factors does not satisfy (66), the trade-off between payload fraction and cooling requirement could be made clear. Because the trajectory is not only to minimize the payload capacity, but also to reduce the cooling requirement, the trade-off would be necessary. Therefore, the performance measure in (65) would be more useful. For a given weight factor, since ω A is independent on trajectory, the range objective could be solved after the specific fuel consumption has been evaluated. Besides, let χ 0 = R 0 /R E , then (− · χ 0 ) is bounded, as shown in (67). With the boundaries substituted into (66), the weight factor has a minimum, as shown in (68). The equation also lays a supremum for specific fuel consumption. For a given weight factor, if the resulted specific fuel consumption does not exceed this supremum, then a real range objective could be solved. Therefore, a weight factor of 0 is unaccessible for performance measure in (62).
For a periodic trajectory, all the independent variables should satisfy a boundary condition x(0) = x(T f ). According to (30) and (53) [
Besides, the dependent variables, namely normalized range and mass fraction, are constrained by (70). At the initial time, the range is set to 0, and the mass fraction is set to 1.
[χ (0) µ(0)]
It should be noticed that a closed orbit has no terminal points (initial/final points) in actual. However, to apply discretization and numerical simulation, initial and final points exist. Then any one point on the orbit could be used as the terminal. If the terminal is not fixed, different terminals would lead to multiple solutions related to the same closed orbit. Without loss of generality, the lowest altitude is adopted as the terminal. At this point, the terminal value of flight path angle is 0, and the density should be higher than that of the steady cruise, as shown in (71).
To avoid the multiple solutions caused by multiple coincided periods, the length of period should be limited by (72). According to [33] , period length within 160-300 s is a rational range for periodic cruise.
The bounds of state variables and admissible controls are shown in (73) and (74). In pure state constraint in (73), the lower and upper bounds of Mach number are decided by working range of scramjet adopted herein. The upper bound of temperature on inside wall is decided by the maximum allowable of structure materials. In allowable control in (74), the upper and lower bounds of throttle and angle of attack are included, whereas absorbed heat flux is bounded to be nonnegative.
The problem can now be formulated as one to maximize the performance measure of (65) by optimizing 1) state vector X: constrained by pure state constraints in (73); 2) control vectorŨ: constrained by allowable control in (74); 3) parameter T f : constrained by (72); while satisfying the boundary conditions in (69)-(71).
B. METHOD FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL
The normalized time τ is uniformly discretized into a series of knots, as shown in (75). M is the number of knots. T f is unknown and optimized as a parameter. τ is the length of normalized time interval.
At the i−th knot, the state and control variables are also discretized as
The differential correlations of dynamical systems in (28) and (52) are then converted into algebraic equation constraints by numerical integration method. Herein, 2-stage 4-order Gauss-Legendre implicit method [34] based on Gauss quadrature is adopted. For any one integer i ∈ [1, M − 1], in the interval between i-th and (i + 1)-th knots, there are two additional collocation points. At these collocation points, the control input maintainsŨ (i) . At the j-th (j = 1, 2) collocation point in i-th interval, let K (i) j denote the gradient of state vector X with respect to normalized time τ . For the time-invariant dynamical system in (60), the differential correlation could be converted into 3 equation constraints in one interval, as shown in (77). a jl and b j are coefficients in Butcher tableau of Gauss-Legendre.
Then the problem is converted to a parametric optimization. The variables are namely state variables X (i) and control variablesŨ (i) at temporal knots, the gradients K The problem is solved by a nonlinear programming solver IPOPT [35] . The solver implements an interior point line search filter method. As a local optimization method, firstand second-order gradients are demanded, and the optimization is sensitive to the initial guess. The gradients are provided by automatic differentiation of AMPL [36] .
The strategy for initial guess is shown in Fig. 3 . Suppose that optimal control problems with an increasing sequence of weight factors ω 0 , ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω W are to solve; wherein, W ∈ N 1 is the number of nonzero weight factors, and ω 0 = 0.
The optimal steady cruise is firstly solved to provide the initial guess for trajectory and design parameters of the vehicle. The design parameters are used in the consequent optimal periodic cruises. The initial guess is used in the optimal periodic cruise with weight factor of 0.
According to coupling between flight dynamics and thermodynamics in Fig. 60 , in the open-loop system, flight dynamics is independent on thermodynamics. When weight factor is 0, the performance of thermodynamics is no longer pursued by flight trajectory. Then the input of the thermodynamics (aerodynamic heating) could be arbitrary in feasible region. That means the flight dynamics with the minimum specific fuel consumption could be optimized; afterwards, the thermodynamics with the minimum absorbed heat flux is optimized, on the basis of the optimal histories of flight conditions. ∀i ∈ [1, W ], the initial guess is the solution of problem with ω i−1 .
C. OPTIMAL STEADY CRUISE
Steady cruise is a quasi-steady solution to dynamical system in (19) . For a time satisfies bounds in (72), the variation of mass is ignorable, as assumed in derivation of (28) . The necessary condition for steady cruise is that the flight dynamics is equilibrium, as formulated in (78).
With these conditions substituted into (19) , two equation constraints could be derived, as shown in (79). The two equations also compose an underdetermined system of equations. This system could formulate the control inputs of flight dynamics [η, α] as functions of velocity and density (or altitude according to (20) ). The control inputs are also assumed to VOLUME 7, 2019 be constant.
Besides, according to (25) , specific impulse I sp is only related to velocity, hence the variation ratios of range and mass would maintain constant. That means range and mass linearly vary along time, as shown in (80).
On the basis of (3), the specific fuel consumption could be estimate by (81). The equation indicates that specific fuel consumption of steady cruise is also dependent on velocity and altitude.
Consequently, all flight conditions of a steady cruise trajectory could be described by a set of velocity and altitude
The equilibrium point of thermodynamics is related to a constant temperature profile , and to constant heat fluxes flow into and off the thermal protection system. The steadystate heat transfer could be formulated as
For a given wall temperature T w , the heat flux flows in, (q w − q r ), could be obtained by (31) and (43). Then the absorbed heat flux, temperatures T 1 and T N could be solved accordingly. On the basis of heat conduction in (44), since temperature profile maintains constant, the second-order derivative of temperature should be 0 at all spatial knots in thermal protection system. Hence the temperature linearly varies in each layer. Then the temperatures at knots in insulation could be expressed as
With flight conditions of steady cruise adopted, temperature profile and heat fluxes of a steady thermodynamics could be described additionally by wall temperature T w . On the basis of thermal conduction in (82), the temperature on inside wall of insulation could be related to that on external wall of coating, as shown in (84).
On the basis of models of aerothermodynamics and radiation in (31) and (43), (q w −q r ) monotonically decreases along T w .
Then a high wall temperature is preferable to reduce the absorbed heat flux, as shown in (85).
Hence the partial derivative of T N with respect to T w should be positive, whereas that with respect to q a should be negative, as shown in (86).
To minimize the absorbed heat flux, the maximum T N should be adopted. According to state bounds in (73), the inequality path constraint should be converted to an equation one, as shown in (87).
Therefore, the optimal steady cruise could be expressed as finding a set [V 0 , H 0 , T w , δ] to maximize the payload capacity in (1), while satisfying constraints in (73), (74) and (87). Besides, boundaries in (69)- (71) hold for all steady cruise trajectories, hence the constraints could be ignored.
Since velocity, flight path angle, altitude, temperature profile maintain constant, their gradients with respect to time should be 0 at all temporal knots. Since range and mass vary linearly along time, their gradients should be constant. With V 0 and ρ 0 normalized as u 0 and d 0 , the gradients at each temporal knot could formulated as
The data used in the simulations are shown in the following tables. Table 4 shows the specifications of the vehicle. Table 5 shows that of TPS materials. Table 6 shows the atmospheric properties. Besides, insulation thickness, reference altitude and density are derived from optimal steady cruise.
IV. POSTERIORI CHECK OF OPTIMALITY A. METHOD FOR POSTERIORI CHECK
According to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle, a necessary condition for local optimality of periodic cruise is that the Euler-Lagrange equations and the transversality conditions must be satisfied [37] .
The Hamiltonian of the optimal periodic control problem could be formulated as
where, is vector of costates corresponding to X, as shown in (90). For an integer y ∈ [0, N ], λ y is the costate of the normalized temperature at the y-th spatial knot of TPS.
Then the first-order derivative of Hamiltonian with respect to control inputs could be obtained as
where,
With constraints in (73) and (74) considered, the Lagrangian of the problem could be obtained, as shown in (95).
wherein,ν andμ are adjoint vectors corresponding to respectively φ and ζ . To minimize the performance measure, all items in the two vectors are nonpositive, and the conditions in (96) and (97) hold [38] .
According to optimal periodic control theory [37] , the transversality condition of a periodic state variable x is that the values of the costate at two terminal points coincide, as shown in (98).
According to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [38] , for a state variable x whose terminal value is contained in the performance measure J , the transversality condition is that the costate at terminal is equal to the partial derivative of performance measure with respect to this variable at the terminal, as shown in (99). It should be noted that the periodicity only holds when discontinuity does not occur at the terminal points.
With the two conditions adopted, the transversality conditions of this optimal control problem could be formulated as
Besides, the canonical equation of a certain costate could be formulated aṡ
For a state variable x not explicitly contained in the dynamical system and integral part of performance measure , the partial derivative of Hamiltonian with respect to it would be zero. Then its costate would maintain constant. In this optimal control problem, since normalized range χ and mass fraction µ are not explicitly contained in the dynamical system governed by (60), their costates would maintain constant, as shown in (102) and (103).
Therefore, the ratio λ χ /λ µ would also maintain constant, and be equal to the specific fuel consumption, as shown in (104).
According to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle, the necessary condition for optimality is that the partial derivatives of Lagrangian with respect to control inputs vanish, as shown in (105)-(107).
According to (105), the optimal throttle satisfies the following scenes: 1) If ∂H/∂η > 0,μ 1 should be nonzero, hence η = 0 should be adopted. 2) If ∂H/∂η < 0,μ 2 should be nonzero, hence η = 1 should be adopted. 3) If ∂H/∂η = 0, a η where φ 1 and φ 2 are inactive should be adopted. Since η is not explicitly contained in ∂H/∂η, the control is singular.
The optimal control law of throttle could be formulated as
Similar to throttle in (108), the optimal control laws of angle of attack and absorbed heat flux could be formulated as (109) and (110).
According to (94), ∂H/∂q a is dependent on costate of temperature on inside wall of insulation λ N . On the singular arc of q a , λ N is a positive constant, as shown in (111)
Then the first-order derivative of λ N should be zero, as shown in (112).λ
On the basis of path constraint of T N (or φ 3 ) in (73), this equation is equivalent to either of the two scenes as follows:
With this former scene considered, the costate of θ N −1 is also a constant. Then its derivative maintains 0, thus leading to an equation, as shown in (114).
With this equation solved, the costate of θ N −2 is a constant equal to that of θ N −1 . Similarly, all the costates of temperature profile could be derived as constants, as shown in (115).
With this equation substituted into canonical equation of λ 0 , the heat flux flows into thermal protection system, (q w − q r ), does not vary along wall temperature T 0 (or θ 0 ).
However, according to models of aerothermodynamics and radiation respectively in (31) and (43), (q w − q r ) should be monotonically decreasing along T 0 (or θ 0 ). Hence the conclusion conflicts with the models. Therefore, the former scene in (113) could not hold. Then in all the time intervals, the path constraint φ 3 (T N ) = 0 is active, which means an equivalence between singular arc of q a and boundary arc of T N (or θ N ).
On the boundary arc of θ N = T i max /T ∞ − 1, the variation ratio of θ N should be 0. With this condition substituted into thermodynamics governed by (52), the absorbed heat flux could be solved aṡ
According to [39] , for a control problem with state constraint as
at a junction time τ , the boundary interval φ = 0 starts or ends. At the junction time, the corner condition should be satisfied. If the history is tangent to the boundary, the costate of x would be discontinuous; otherwise, the costate would be continuous. As shown in (119),η = 0 holds at the tangent junction time.
In state constraints in (73), Ma and θ N are bounded. Since θ N maintains on boundary arc, there is no junction time, hence λ N should be continuous.
History of λ u may be discontinuous at junction time of Ma = Ma max or Ma = Ma min . If boundaries of angle of attack are inactive, according to optimal control of angle of attack in (109) and H α in (93), the optimal control law of angle of attack explicitly contains λ u . Hence the history of angle of attack may also be discontinuous at these junction time.
For a boundary arc [τ en , τ ex ], τ en is the entry time, whereas τ ex is the exit time. On the arc, either Ma ≡ Ma max or Ma ≡ Ma min holds. The dynamical equation of normalized velocity in (28) degenerates into an algebraic equation constraint, as shown in (120).
Then the throttle on the arc could be solved accordingly, as shown in (121). In the equation
During ascending, γ ≥ 0, then η > 0 holds; otherwise, the sign of η is undetermined. According to the bang-singular-bang control manner of throttle in (108), if a boundary arc exits during ascending, the throttle should adopt η = 1 or a singular control.
With the two sides in (120) taking partial derivative with respect to angle of attack, another equation constraint could be obtained, as shown in (122).
With this constraint substituted into (93), ∂H/∂α could be revised as (123). When angle of attack is small, pressure ratio and air flowrate would increase with increment of angle of attack. Hence ∂C T max /∂α > 0. Besides, (103) indicates that λ µ < 0. Then ∂H/∂α > 0 in (123) holds.
According to control manner of angle of attack in (109), if the bounds of angle of attack are inactive, ∂H/∂α = 0 should hold, which conflicts with the conclusion derived in assumption of a constant throttle. That means if angle of attack is unbounded, throttle should vary. Furthermore, if the boundary arc is within ascending process, the throttle should be positive. Hence the throttle would be singular. Therefore, on a boundary arc of Mach number within ascending, if bounds of angle of attack are inactive, throttle is on a singular arc.
As a posteriori check of optimality, the resultant trajectory should satisfy necessary conditions as follows: Cond. 1-History of throttle is in a bang-singular-bang manner switching between 0 and 1. Cond. 2-In history of angle of attack, discontinuity only occurs at the tangent junction time of boundaries Ma = Ma min or Ma = Ma max . Cond. 3-Temperature on inside wall of insulation maintain to be T i max . Cond. 4-Costates of velocity, flight path angle, altitude, and temperature profile also behave periodicity. Cond. 5-Costates of range and mass fraction maintain constant, and their ratio maintains equal to the specific fuel consumption. Cond. 6-On a boundary arc of Mach number within ascending, if bounds of angle of attack are inactive, throttle is on a singular arc.
B. VERIFICATION OF OPTIMALITY
With data in Section III-D adopted and performance measure in (62) adopted, the optimal periodic control problem is solved. The histories of altitude and throttle are plotted together in Fig. 4 . The abscissa denotes the time in seconds. The left ordinate denotes the altitude, whereas the right denotes the throttle. The history of throttle is obviously a bang-bang control switching between boundary arcs η = 0 and η = 1. Hence the control manner of throttle satisfies Cond. 1 in Section IV-A. The figure also shows that there exists a singular arc in throttle history before engine cutoffs. The histories of Mach number and angle of attack are plotted together in Fig. 5 . The abscissa denotes the time in seconds. The left ordinate denotes the Mach number, whereas the right denotes the angle of attack. In the history of Mach number, the bound Ma = Ma max is active at two isolated junction points namely P 1 and P 2 , and one boundary arc. The history of angle of attack is discontinuous at all the four junction points (including P 1 , P 2 , and entry and exit points VOLUME 7, 2019 of the boundary arc). Hence the discontinuity of history of angle of attack satisfies Cond. 2 in Section IV-A. Besides, the boundary arc is within the same interval with the singular arc of throttle in Fig. 4 . And since the angle of attack is unbounded within the interval, Cond. 6 is also satisfied.
The periodic states of flight dynamics and thermodynamics are plotted respectively in Fig. 6 and 7 . In the former figure, the coordination system is composed by Mach number, flight path angle, and altitude. The trajectory is a closed orbit. In the latter figure, the abscissa denotes the time in seconds, whereas the ordinate denotes the temperature profile. The figure indicates that the initial and final temperatures at each spatial knot are equal. Therefore, the terminal constraint of periodicity in (69) could be satisfied. Besides, Fig. 7 also indicates that T N ≡ T i max holds, which means Cond. 3 is satisfied.
The costates of periodic states at initial and final time are shown in Table 7 . The last column denotes the relative error of each costate between the two time points. An relative error approximates to 0 means the transversality condition of a periodic state in (100) are satisfied. According to the table, all these costates behave periodicity, which is in line with Cond. 4.
Besides, the costates of range and mass fraction, ratio of the costates, and the specific fuel consumption are shown in Table 8 . The two costates maintain constant. And their ratio is equal to the specific fuel consumption of the trajectory. Hence Cond. 5 is satisfied.
Therefore, the resultant trajectory satisfies all the necessary conditions proposed in Section IV-A. It could be accepted as a local optimal solution to the optimal control problem.
V. SIMULATIONS AND PARAMETER ANALYSES
With data in Table 4 and specific fuel consumption of trajectory in Table 8 substituted into (66), the weight factor of the basic scenario could be estimated as ω = ω b = 2 × 10 −6 . Optimal control problem with weight factors within 0-50ω b 
A. CONTRAST BETWEEN PERIODIC/STEADY CRUISES
The specific fuel consumption and cooling requirement at different normalized weight factors of optimal periodic/steady cruises are shown in Fig. 8 . The figure indicates the with increment of weight factor, the specific fuel consumption of periodic cruise would increase, whereas the average absorbed heat flux would decrease. The two performances of steady cruise rarely vary with weight factor. Besides, when weight factor is higher than 30ω b , the maximum Mach number is lower than 6. That means periodic cruise begins to pursue lower velocity to alleviate the aerodynamic heating. Hence the weight factors higher than 30ω b would not considered in the following studies.
With the specific fuel consumption in Fig. 8 substituted into (67), the range objectives related to different weight factors could be solved, as shown in Fig. 9 . The figure indicates that a range objective within [6, 12 ]×10 3 km is related to a weight factor about ω b . That means the optimal periodic cruise trajectories designed for different range objectives are similar. Therefore, range objective has rarely impact on this optimal control problem.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the range solved by (67) is on the basis of the mass property of active cooling system. An optimal solution whose weight factor does not relate to a rational range is still physically feasible. Although the payload capacity is not optimized by such a solution, the trade-off between specific fuel consumption and absorbed heat flux is still worthy of consideration.
The fuel temperature increment and the payload capacity of optimal periodic/steady cruises are plotted in Fig. 10 . The maximum Mach number of periodic cruise and the Mach number of steady cruise are the same. With an insulation thickness δ = 3 mm specified by the optimal steady cruise, only altitude is the free variable. The figure indicates that periodic cruise is more effective to reduce the fuel temperature increment, in contrast to steady cruise. If the fuel cooling capacity is limited, periodic cruise would be a feasible manner to satisfy the constraint with loss of payload capacity.
Besides, Fig. 10 also indicates that periodic cruise has a lower payload capacity than steady does. According to Fig. 8 , when weight factor is lower than 20ω b , the specific fuel consumption and absorbed heat flux of periodic cruise are lower than that of steady. Hence fuel and TPS mass fractions of periodic cruise are respectively lower.
The maximum dynamic pressure and the maximum load factor of optimal periodic cruise are plotted in Fig. 11 . In contrast to the allowable value of structure in Table 4 , periodic cruise shows to possess a dynamic pressure beyond the allowable. For a weight factor higher than 10ω b , periodic cruise possesses a load factor beyond the allowable. With a range objective within (6-12)×10 3 km, periodic cruise would mainly increase the possibility of buckling. To adapt the structure to periodic cruise, body and stabilizers should be especially strengthened. Therefore, the disadvantage of periodic cruise in payload is caused by the additional requirement for structure strength. That means periodic cruise transfers the burden of TPS to structure.
The optimal-control based and traditional design approaches are compared in Table 9 . The table indicates that the optimal-control based design approach could endow a hypersonic vehicle with lower specific fuel consumption and cooling requirement. That means the design approach could better exploit the trajectory performances. Since aerodynamic heating is a fatal factor in hypersonic flight, the design approach could improve the feasibility of hypersonic vehicle. Besides, the payload capacity and the cooling requirement of periodic cruise have larger accessible ranges. That means the design approach has higher design flexibility.
B. PARAMETER ANALYSIS 1: INSULATION THICKNESS
The impact of insulation thickness on the optimal periodic cruise is considered herein. The range objective is specified as 6 × 10 3 km. The planform loading is 300 kg/m 2 . The cowl-planform areas ratio is 1/80. The insulation thickness varies from 1 to 10 mm. The performance measure in (62) is adopted.
Payload capacity and cooling requirement varying with insulation thickness are shown in Fig. 12 . Payload capacity shows a maximum at 3 mm, whereas fuel temperature increment declines with the increment of insulation thickness. Before the maximum, a higher thickness would yield a higher payload capacity and a lower fuel temperature increment. After the maximum, payload capacity begins to decline. Therefore, an insulation thickness no less than 3 mm is acceptable for the sake of both payload capacity and cooling requirement.
C. PARAMETER ANALYSIS 2: PLANFORM LOADING
The impact of planform loading on the optimal periodic cruise is considered herein. The range objective is specified as 6×10 3 km. The insulation thickness is 3 mm. The cowlplanform areas ratio is 1/80. The planform loading varies from 100 to 500 kg/m 2 . The performance measure in (62) is adopted. Payload capacity and cooling requirement varying with planform loading are shown in Fig. 13 . Payload capacity shows a maximum at 220 kg/m 2 , whereas fuel temperature increment declines with the increment of planform loading. Before the maximum, a higher planform loading would yield a higher payload capacity and a lower fuel temperature increment. After the maximum, the payload capacity begins to decline. Therefore, a planform loading no less than 220 kg/m 2 is acceptable for the sake of both payload capacity and cooling requirement.
D. PARAMETER ANALYSIS 3: ENGINE SIZE
The impact of engine size on the optimal periodic cruise is considered herein. The range objective is specified as 6 × 10 3 km. The insulation thickness is 3 mm. The planform loading is 300 kg/m 2 . The cowl-planform areas ratio varies from 1/120 to 1/40. The performance measure in (62) is adopted.
Payload capacity and cooling requirement varying with engine size are shown in Fig. 14 . The two performances decline with the increment of engine size. That means a larger engine could trade more payload fraction for reduction of cooling requirement. 
E. EFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON
Payload capacity and fuel temperature varying with each design parameter is shown in Fig. 15 . A high payload capacity and a low fuel temperature increment are desirable.
Hence a positive slope means conflict between the two performances, whereas a negative one means the performances could be improved simultaneously. When the margin of fuel cooling capacity is limited, the fuel temperature increment should be reduced. The loss of payload capacity should be as little as possible. That means a larger positive slope is more effective. Among the curves with positive slopes, insulation thickness is most effective to modify fuel temperature increment, with slight variation of payload capacity; followed by planform loading. For cowl-planform areas ratio varying from 1/120 to 1/40, the payload capacity declines by 0.06, whereas the fuel temperature increment only declines by 3.6 K. Hence engine size appears not an efficient manner to reduce requirement for fuel cooling capacity. Therefore, a large engine is not suggested.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work proposes an optimal-control based design approach for hypersonic vehicles with active cooling. By adapting a hypersonic vehicle to periodic cruise, this approach could improve the feasibility of periodic cruise. With the different requirements separately for fuel capacity, thermal protection, and structure considered, the advantages/disadvantages of periodic cruise over steady one could be more rationally assessed. The simulation results and quantified conclusions are only physically significant for the vehicle of this work; however, the qualified ones are still suggestive for other different hypersonic vehicles. The next works will contain stability and feasibility analyses of periodic cruise, a vehicletrajectory joint optimization, and impact of aerodynamicspropulsion interaction.
The remarkable conclusions for the hypersonic vehicle studied herein are as follows: 1) Periodic cruise transfers burden of thermal protection to structure. The requirement for more structure strength leads to the loss of payload capacity. In contrast to steady cruise, periodic cruise is more potential to reduce cooling requirement, with cost of payload capacity. 2) For an insulation thickness thinner than 3 mm, with its increment, payload capacity would increase, meanwhile cooling requirement would reduce. Hence an insulation thickness thinner than 3 mm is not suggested. 3) For a planform loading lower than 220 kg/m 2 , with its increment, payload capacity would increase, meanwhile cooling requirement would reduce. Hence a planform loading lower than 220 kg/m 2 is not suggested. 4) Among the three design parameters, insulation thickness is most cost-effective to reduce cooling requirement, followed by planform loading. Since engine size is inefficient to reduce cooling requirement, a large engine is not suggested. 
